Since w o x f l h p / d , where fi is the focal length of the focus lens (= 15 cm) and d is the input spot diameter of the dye laser (x1 mm), wo is calculated to be -70 p. Thus no2/hp is -3.4 cm. As mentioned in the text, the length of the vapor zone is -2 to 3 cm.
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[ Stark-Induced Three-Wave Gases-Part I:
Mixing in Molecular Theory
Abstract-Application of a dc electric field to a gaseous system destroys the basic inversion symmetry and allows three-wave mixing processes to occur. A theoretical derivation of this effect under conditions of resonantly enhanced nonlinearities is given for a three-level system. Calculations are presented for mixing of a COz laser with 4-GHz microwaves in the molecule NH2D, producing single lower sideband radiation. .
In this paper we discuss three-wave mixing processes in molecules where resonant enhancement is achieved via Stark tuning of the molecular energy levels. This interaction and its subsequent experimental observation [lo] suggest a new type of electrooptical effect, namely single-sideband generation by applied microwave frequencies.
A theoretical derivation and calculations of the interaction for a three-level system are presented here, specialized to the case of a particular molecule (NH2D). The experimental observations are discussed in the following paper [ 101 .
11. THEORY The application of a dc electric field to a gas introduces a preferred spatial direction, thus destroying the inversion symmetry. The second-order-induced polarization amplitude can then be related to the product of the field (complex) amplitudes by p:I=w3-w2
Choosing the direction of the dc field as z , the allowed dapr are d, , , , dzii, and dizi, where i = x or y .
In searching for a candidate gas in which to observe the effect, one should look for: 1) molecules with a strong permanent dipole moment or 2) molecules which, in the presence of a dc field, acquire a large dipole moment so that the presence of the dc field constitutes an appreciable perturbation.
A molecule meeting criterion 2 ) is NH2 D. The molecule has, among others, the three levels shown in Fig. 1 , which can be Stark-tuned into simultaneous resonance with the P(20) line of the C 0 2 laser [ l l ] -[ 141 and microwave radiation near 4 GHz as shown. This should lead to a strong resonant mixing of the P(20) line (of frequency w 3 / 2 n ) and the microwave field at w2 /2n = 4 GHz, giving rise to the difference frequency radiation at w1 = w3 -w 2 when the Stark field is near Ed, = 3570 V/cm. Levels 1 and 2 belong to the lowest vibrational state (v2 = 0) and have molecular angular momentum quantum numbers J = 4 and IMI = 4. The subscripts 04 and 14 correspond to the standard asymmetric top designation [ 151 . The symbols a (asymmetric) and s (symmetric) refer to the parity of the inversion-split vibrational wave functions. The application of an electric field Ed, causes an admixture of the wave functions 1404a) and 1414s) which is due to a nonvanishing matrix element of the molecular dipole operator connecting the two states. This admixture, which will soon be shown to be responsible for the nonlinear mixing, disappears at zero dc field. The parameter A appearing in the expression for the wave functions corresponds to the energy splitting E, -E l between the two low-lying states and is given by ( 2 ) while the admixture wave functions are where 6 is the zero field splitting and pz is the projection of the molecular dipole moment operator along the direction of the dc field.
The expression for the nonlinear dipole moment of an NH2D molecule depends on matrix elements which can be determined from linear absorption data as well as from the data on Stark splitting. This makes possible, in principle, a precise theoretical derivation of the nonlinear mixing behavior of this molecule and of its parametric dependencies.
Applying second-order perturbation theory [16, p. 5561 to the three-level system of Fig. 1 , and keeping only the resonant (i.e., with near vanishing denominator) term, leads to the following expression for the polarization generated at w1 = w 3 -w2 by the applied fields at w 2 , u3 : 
(3)
where Ni is the population density of level i with E2 = E3 = 0. At thermal equilibrium N z "-N1 , and the main contribution to P?) is from the first term, the one proportional to N l .
At zero dc field the matrix element (pa)32 is zero. T h s is due to the fact that, as can be shown by group theoretic arguments, only the molecular dipole moment along the b of NH2D axis ( p b ) may possess a nonvanishing matrix element (505alpb1414s), but p b = 0 due to the basal plane symmetry of NH2D. It follows from ( 3 ) that for Ed, = 0 no frequency mixing takes place.
When Ed, # 0 the ground state wave function 14,,a) is admixed into level 2 as shown in Fig. 1 . This results in a nonvanishing matrix element ( p a ) 3 2 proportional to (SO5alp, 1404a).
For E2 112, 01 =x, and E3 112 we find, using the admixed wave functions, that the triple matrix element product appearing in (3) is given by The dependence of the triple matrix element product on the dc electric field is contained in the factor Ed, &/A2 with A the energy separation between levels 2 and 1, as given by (2). The nonlinear mixing is thus absent, i.e., P i z ) = 0, at zero field (Edc = 0) and at very high fields (A >> 6). From (1) and (3) and using the fact that at room temperature N 2 % N l , we obtain ( 5 ) Expression (5) applies to stationary molecules with energy levels at E l , E 2 , and E 3 . In a gas sample we need to account for the Doppler shift of the transition energies of individual molecules. This is done by averaging the nonlinear coefficient dapy over the Maxwellian velocity distribution function with the result, for operation at line center, that Although a numerical estimate of the nonlinear mixing coefficient based on ( 6 ) is possible, a safer procedure, and one that serves as a check on the matrix elements needed to evaluate d, , , (the largest coefficient in NHzD) is to relate it to the linear absorption Coefficient of x polarized field at w 3 = w g l . The latter can be shown to be given (in esu units) by y31 = yH 6 x e X z erfc ( x ) (7) where yH is the value of 731 at high pressures (cr >> 0~3 1 ) and is given by Combining (6) and (7) leads after some mathematical manipulation to
The various constants in (8) are evaluated as follows: the matrix element ( P , ) ~~ is a function of the admixture and according to the wave functions (2) is given by
We obtain the matrix element (alpu, 1s) from comparing the splitting Ez -E l , as given by ( 2 ) to the experimental tuning Fig. 2 . The peak occurs at P = 2 torr and has a value of (dFxlz= 3 -2 ) , , = 6.4 X lo-' esu = 2.4 X lo-'' MKS.
A comparison of this predicted behavior with experiment is given in [ 101 .
The coefficient d estimated above refers t o the generation of sideband radiation at w1 by mixing a C 0 2 P(20) line utith a microwave field w2 (at 4.1 GHz). It is thus appropriate to compare it to the electrooptic coefficient ~4 1 of GaAs which can be used, alternatively, to generate the sideband by conventional electrooptic modulation.
Using the correspondence [ 16, ch. 161
we have
We thus reach the conclusion that for sideband generation, dcbiased NHzD at P 2 torr is comparable to GaAs (which is IEEE JOURNAL OF one of the best infrared modulation materials). We must recognize, however, that this large coefficient was obtained by exploiting the resonant nature of the effect. The penalty we pay for this is that of reduced bandwidth.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have shown in detail how Stark admixing can give rise to second-order optical nonlinearities in gases. We have derived an expression for the coefficient describing the mixing of an infrared and a microwave field in NH2D. Available absorption data were used to obtain a numerical estimate for the mixing and to describe its parametric dependence. An experimental demonstration of this effect is described in the following paper [lo] ,
